
Subject: RE Topic: Science religion  Year Group:  Year 8

Knowledge Group 1

1 What does truth mean? Something proven to 

be right 

2 What is scientific truth? Truth based on 

scientific evidence 

3 What is historic truth? Truth discovered 

through history 

4 What is religious truth? Truth through religion, 

scripture or revelation

5 What is an objective truth 

?

Evidence based on fact

6 What is a subjective truth? Evidence based on 

opinion 

Knowledge Group 2

1 What happened in 

the Big Bang?

Particles collide and

exploded, as it cooled the 

world was created 

2 What does 

creationism mean?

God created the world and 

everyone on it

3 Where in the Bible is 

the creation story?

Genesis in the Old 

Testament 

4 Give one similarity

between creationism 

and the Big bang 

They believe there was 

nothing before the world was 

created 

5 Give one difference

between creationism 

and the Big bang 

Science thinks it happened by 

chance, religion thinks it 

happened by God

Knowledge Group 3

1 What is the theory of evolution? Idea humans evolved from apes 

2 Who created the theory of 

evolution?

Charles Darwin 

3 Give one reason evolution goes 

against religion?

It suggest humans evolved into 

what they are, as opposed to 

been created human

4 What is natural selection? The survival of the fittest 

5 According to the Bible, what 

were humans made in?

Humans are made in the image of 

God

6 Give one piece of  evidence that 

supports evolution

Fossils and remains of human 

skulls that have evolved 

Knowledge Group 4

1 What is the design argument? Idea the world had a designer; the 

designer was God; God exists

2 Who created the watch 

maker design argument?

William Paley

3 What is chance? Something that just happens, no 

purpose or intention 

4 Who is the designer in the 

watch argument?

God

5 Give one reason against the

design argument proving 

existence 

There are too many issues with the 

world to have been designed perfectly 

6 Give one reason for the 

design argument proving

existence 

Only an omnipotent being could have 

designed the world, the world 

wouldn’t function by chance 

Key Vocabulary

Evidence Facts that can 

indicate whether or 

not something is 

true

Truth Something that is 

proven to be right

Objective

truth 

Evidence is based on 

facts 

Subjective

truth 

Evidence is based on 

opinion

Big bang 

Theory 

The idea the world 

began within a Big 

Bang and a crash of 

particles 

Creationism The idea God 

created the world in 

7days

Theory of

evolution 

Theory humans 

evolved from apes 

Natural 

selection

The idea of the 

survival of the fittest 

The design 

argument 

Theory that suggests 

the world needs a 

designer; that 

designer is God 

Chance Something just 

happens without 

being planned 

Cosmological 

revolution 

When people began 

to  look to science 

for the answers over 

religion 

❑Around 56% of scientists also believe in God and Most scientists believe science does not conflict with Religion 
❑Most scientists believe what science and religion prove is independent of each other. Science answer how  and religion why.
❑You are statistically more likely to be religious if you are a scientist as Scientists generally believe religion enhances science
❑They believe the evolution debate is not yet the full story so doesn’t contradict religion fully yet.



Subject: RE Retrieval Quiz: Science and Religion Year Group: 8

Knowledge Group 1

1 What does truth 

mean?

2 What is scientific 

truth?

3 What is historic truth?

4 What is religious 

truth?

5 What is an objective 

truth ?

6 What is a subjective 

truth? 

Knowledge Group 2

1 What happened in the 

Big Bang?

2 What does creationism 

mean?

3 Where in the Bible is 

the creation story?

4 Give one similarity

between creationism 

and the Big bang 

5 Give one difference

between creationism 

and the Big bang 

Knowledge Group 3

1 What is the theory of 

evolution?

2 Who created the theory of 

evolution?

3 Give one reason evolution 

goes against religion?

4 What is natural selection?

5 According to the Bible, what 

were humans made in?

6 Give one piece of  evidence 

that supports evolution

Knowledge Group 4

1 What is the design argument?

2 Who created the watch 

maker design argument?

3 What is chance?

4 Who is the designer in the 

watch argument?

5 Give one reason against the

design argument proving 

existence 

6 Give one reason for the 

design argument proving

existence 

Key Vocabulary

Evidence 

Truth 

Objective

truth 

Subjective

truth 

Big bang 

Theory 

Creationis

m 

Theory of

evolution 

Natural 

selection

The design 

argument 

Chance 

Cosmologi

cal 

revolution 


